
Change the blueprint. Change the planet.
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Why are we on this planet

if not to make it better?



Starbucks Green Café 
Assembled in 6 days! 

Popeye's Sustainable
Restaurant

Healthy Homes

Retrofitting
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Building the Future

Courtyard by Marriott
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traditional concrete,
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Up To

Speed up construction
and help the planet
while you're at it.

Nexii products are precision
manufactured off-site and
rapidly assembled on-site,
reducing build times and
construction costs. Our
buildings are incredibly
durable, adaptable to most
designs, and cost-efficient.
They require a fraction of the
materials and significantly less
build time when compared to
current construction methods.

Nexiite
Building
Envelope

About Us 
Building the Future

Nexii is rooted in bold action - 
with global ambitions, transformative
building technologies, and the will to
revolutionize the construction sector.

Reinventing
the way the
world builds 



Key Milestones

Nexii is a green construction technology
company committed to building a vibrant

future for people and the planet.

Two operating manufacturing plants currently
producing (Moose Jaw, SK and Squamish, BC)
and a third one (Hazleton, PA) opening soon. 

Stand-alone buildings for
Starbucks, Marriott, Scotiabank,

Popeyes and more in progress

Nexii has 3 utility patents granted,
22 utility patents pending and 
15 international patents pending

Five licensed manufacturers signed (NY/PA,
Toronto, Alberta, Vancouver Island ) for

2021/2022 production, 10+ in progress globally

200+ tests completed for fire,
water, hurricane, seismic, and air
quality at 3rd party facilities

Honeywell and Nexii Create Strategic
Alliance to Support Sustainable
Building Development

Nexii has acquired Omicron
as a wholly owned subsidiary

JLL announces strategic
partnership with innovative

construction technology company

https://www.nexii.com/honeywell-and-nexii-create-strategic-alliance-to-support-sustainable-building-development/


Nexii products are precision manufactured
off-site and rapidly assembled on-site,
reducing build times and construction costs. 

Nexii is the ideal solution for most building
options, including industrial, commercial,
institutional, high-rise cladding and façades,
mixed-use, multi-family, single-family, and
the fast-growing retrofit market. 

This building solution is made possible by
the proprietary and patented material
Nexiite, and Nexii's product design and
assembly process, which together enable
the construction of sustainable and durable
buildings. 

Nexii buildings and retrofit
products are cost-efficient,
use less energy, and are
resilient in the face of
climate change. 

BUILDINGS AND CONSTRUCTION
ARE THE #1 CAUSE OF THE
CLIMATE CRISIS

Buildings contribute 39%  of
global CO  emissions In the US,
buildings use 38%  of all energy
and 76%  of all electricity
Due to unprecedented
population growth, buildings
will double around the world
over next 30 years
Hundreds of thousands of
buildings are destroyed each
year from natural disasters and
climate change



The Nexii System is a revolutionary
approach to construction. Our whole
building solution positively differentiates
itself from existing construction methods,
delivering in strength, durability,
sustainability, and affordability. Our building
solutions result in significant reductions to
overall cost, labour, assembly time, carbon
emissions and construction waste. 

Conventional forming and framing -
including steel stud walls, tilt-up concrete,
and concrete composites that typically use
Portland cement - carry a large energy and
carbon footprint.

The Nexii System is rooted in relentless
innovation to create a more sustainable
approach to construction. One that uses
fewer resources, produces far less waste,
and uses recyclable materials with
significantly longer life cycles. We selected
the materials used in Nexii Panel
production and designed our construction
process, from product manufacturing to
assembly into a finished building,
specifically to minimize impact on our
environment.

The Nexii Advantage

Up to 75%  faster build time

Precision manufactured for assembly 

in any climate/season

Less crowded job sites

Extensive design options

Fire, earthquake & hurricane resilient

Highly resistant to water, mold, 

Airtight and energy efficient

Lower maintenance and operating costs

Strong climate and environmental

performance

mildew & insects
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Building with us is simple, and suitable for many project types

Buildings and partnerships with international brands  
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The Nexii System facilitates a total
building process. Every Nexii project uses
an integrated systems approach
supported by exceptional quality control
and experienced builders and technicians
who guide the project from conception to
completion and help our clients achieve
their original project vision.

Each Nexii Panel becomes part of a whole
system that improves construction
efficiency and reduces costs. Nexii Panels
seamlessly integrate services and design
elements.

Revolutionary Performance 

Nexii’s proprietary material Nexiite
outperforms traditional concrete on
multiple fronts. It can be poured and cast
like concrete but contains no Portland
cement and cures in a shorter time with
lower embodied carbon.

Nexii Panels match the high strength of
concrete and maintain a structure’s
rigidity at a fraction of the weight with the
added advantage of ductility. This
remarkable combination of inherent
strength and flexibility across the faces of
a building is vital in cases of extreme
weather or seismic events. Finally, our
materials and process dramatically reduce
the quantity of building materials and
result in near-zero waste construction.

The Nexii System

Test Results | Standards, Certifications, and
Manufacturers' certificates (select examples
from over 200 industry tests).  

Versatile and Strong

Nexii Panels are custom manufactured to size
and thickness in load-bearing and non-load-
bearing versions. Due to innovative engineering
and panel connections, Nexii Panels can be used
in multi-story buildings and typically outperform
the height restrictions faced by other composite
panels.



Co-Founder Ben Dombowsky at
Nexii Moose Jaw Plant  

The Nexii Panel achieves the strength of
conventional concrete composite panels but with
approximately 1/6th of the weight. Panels can be
manufactured in sizes of up to 10’ x 30’ in a
horizontal or vertical orientation. Since Nexii Panels
are high strength, versatile, and large format, they’re
easy to handle and position, resulting in fewer joints
and less overall installation and finishing time.

Improved Construction Efficiency

Pre-finishing is a key element of the Nexii System.
Our panels are fully finished at the manufacturing
facility, resulting in considerably faster project
completion and substantial cost savings. Assembly
speeds are improved due to larger, lighter Nexii
Panels, as well as a pre-planned, sequential
assembly system.

Simpler on-site assembly requires less labor, less
equipment, less time and materials, and produces
far less construction waste. Nexii Panels require no
scaffolding and their relatively large size and light
weights can be handled by a smaller crane than
ordinarily used on site. Job site hoarding is usually
unnecessary, and the need for on-site heating
during colder periods is reduced or eliminated.

All openings, mechanical and electrical services,
and their components are precisely located and
built into each Nexii Panel. This considerably
reduces the amount of on-site assembly time, as
well as the need to deliver and safely store parts on
site.



Superb Acoustic Performance 

The proprietary composition of materials in Nexii Panels
provides impressive acoustic performance. While other
systems use mechanical fasteners to connect external and
internal faces, which may transmit sound and also result in
thermal bridging, Nexii Panels are customized to perform to
desired acoustic ratings.

Superior Thermal Performance 

The thermal performance of both load-bearing and non-load-
bearing Nexii Panels exceeds that of comparable wood and
steel stud systems. The proprietary composition of the Nexii
Panel forms a highly energy-efficient thermal envelope.

Integrated Surface Finishes 

A wide variety of exterior finishes used throughout the
building industry can be pre-applied at our facilities. Each of
these finishes, including paints and stains, have been selected
for durability and are environmentally friendly. Custom
finishes are also available.

The interior layer of each Nexii Panel is polished and can also
be pre-finished before delivery. Some floor finishes and
interior paints are best applied on-site after the project has
been assembled. The range of possible finishes enable a
broad array of designs.

Every element of the Nexii
System has been designed
to improve construction
efficiency, reduce costs,
and reduce impact on our
environment.



Nexii Building Assembly

Building Code Compliance 

Nexii products typically exceed the standards
for building and energy use required by
international building codes. In cooperation
with a project’s design team, the Nexii team
will review and assist in the design of each
project to achieve compliance. However, it is
the client design team’s responsibility to
confirm all required approvals before
proceeding to fabrication.

Integrated Planning 

Mapping out the planning process with all
parties involved from an early stage is crucial
for a Nexii build. This is a significant change
from conventional construction, as many
decisions must be made at a much earlier
stage. Our integrated planning process
facilitates greater efficiency of the entire
construction phase, ensuring the precise
prefabrication of building components, their
rapid assembly on site and a seamless
transition into the ensuing elements of the
build.



Environmental Stewardship Reduced Environmental Impact

Reducing the impact of the building industry on the
environment is a fundamental motivation behind the
Nexii System. 

Nexii Panels use no adhesives or Portland cement. A
Nexii building has a very long life cycle because it is
composed of highly durable and stable materials, and
its inherent strength and ductility make it extremely
resilient in the events of natural disasters such as
earthquakes, fires, or floods.

Each Nexii Panel is custom made to achieve or exceed
the insulating values required of any climatic zone. All
Nexii Panels achieve impressive insulating values,
from R28 to R60, and are engineered for an airtight
envelope with no thermal bridging. 

Their composition also naturally repels moisture and
inhibits the growth of molds and the accumulation of
allergens. These factors combine to significantly
reduce energy use and operating costs throughout the
year, creating a healthy living environment for the life
of the building.

Embodied Carbon: Nexii walls have
approx. 43% less embodied carbon
than a steel stud wall, and approx. 

Operating Energy: Nexii buildings
typically use >33% less energy to
heat and cool than standard builds
constructed to the same
specifications.

Toxic Substances: Nexii products are
99% free from ILFI Red List materials.

Near-Zero Waste: Nexii’s lean
manufacturing and rapid assembly
significantly reduces factory and 

30% less than concrete walls.
 

on-site construction waste.



From the beginning of their careers in Saskatchewan’s
building industry of the 1970s, brother inventors Michael and
Ben Dombowsky were acutely aware of the waste and
inefficiencies inherent in contemporary methods of wood,
steel, and concrete construction.

The energy crisis of that period forced them to face these
difficulties and develop more efficient and sustainable
methods of building. Michael began designing solutions to
address them. Today, with rapid advancements in materials
science, increasing environmental and climate regulations, and
a surge in consumer and market demand for sustainable
building products and methods, Michael’s innovations have
moved beyond ideas into timely building solutions.

Michael and Ben invested their years of sustained research and
development experience into the creation of the Nexii Whole
Building System. Ben’s invention of Nexiite, a high-
performance material that enables Nexii Panels to be strong,
lightweight, low-carbon and fire and water resistant, was a key
innovation in bringing the system to life.

Nexiite-based Nexii Panels are created using digital fabrication
and precision manufacturing techniques more akin to the
speed of production and high tolerances of advanced
manufacturing than traditional on-site construction. 

Nexii was founded when a mutual friend introduced serial
entrepreneur Stephen Sidwell to the building system. Steve
has brought leaders in design, engineering, and business
together to create a transformative building technology
company and advance the global construction industry.

Nexii Founders

Ben Dombowsky

Michael Dombowsky

Stephen Sidwell

The Nexii Team 
Leadership



Engineering and Architecture Team and Advisors

Rob Simpson, P.Eng., MBA, FEC,
LEED AP, SVP Engineering

Laurenz Kosichek, Architect
AIBC, VP Architecture

John Sherstobitoff, Advisor

Michael S. Burke, Board
Member

Shenoor Jadavji, Advisor 

CEO and Chairman of
AECOM, the world’s premiere
infrastructure firm with $20
billion in revenue
Former Partner at KMPG

Former Principal, Glotman-
Simpson Group of
Companies
Projects: Vancouver House,
Vancouver Convention
Centre, Richmond Olympic
Oval, winning dozens of
awards

Former Principal, Stantec
Architecture 
Projects include: BC Place
Stadium, Whistler Olympic
Sliding Centre, The Amazing
Brentwood Redevelopment

Principal of Ausenco
Globally recognized seismic
expert with 30+ years
experience
Chair of the Standing
Committee on Earthquake
Design (SCED) that sets
seismic provisions in the
National Building Code of
Canada

Founder and President of
Lotus Capital, representing
over 
5 million sf of industrial,
retail, office, hotel and
residential properties



The Nexii Building Laboratory, NeBuLa for short, is staffed by structural engineers and industrial
designers trained in Building Information Modeling (BIM) software and digital fabrication
techniques. NeBuLa converts architectural drawings into precision 3D Models to optimize our
projects for manufacturing and facilitate communication between departments. Depending on
the project, the NeBuLa team can also work off existing 3D models to transform a typical building
into a Nexii building through panelization.

Panelization is the process in which our industrial designers and engineers collaborate with our
fabrication teams to turn each component into a manufacturable part—such as a floor, roof, or
wall panel. At this stage, NeBuLa, in collaboration with the project's architects and engineers,
integrates the building’s services and amenities into the model to visualize and inform teams of
the whole building system. Before production begins, the NeBuLa team can take developers,
future tenants, and other stakeholders on a virtual tour of their building.

Revit, Vectorworks, and other compatible file types can all be brought into NeBuLa's 3D
Experience software, facilitating design with the enhanced capabilities and advantages of the
Nexii System in mind. Each facet of the building can be reviewed and analyzed for coordination
of systems, including envelope and structural performance. Furthermore, the NeBuLa team can
generate bills of materials for accurate costing with integrated enterprise-resource planning.

NeBuLa



Fabricated Under Nexii's Strict ISO9001 Quality Management System

Nexii Panels are manufactured in state-of-the-art indoor facilities under Nexii's strict
ISO9001 Quality Management System (QMS) requirements. Our QMS is copyright
protected and covers the manufacture of all of our innovative products.

The process is partly automated and partly manual so that every unit is precisely
dimensioned, free of defects, and of consistently high quality. All required openings and
services are precisely measured and fitted for each panel before they are delivered to
the building site. 

Fabricating our Nexii Panels in a controlled environment where the entire process is
centralized is extremely efficient, permitting quality standards to be tightly controlled
and all elements of a project to be confirmed before delivery. 

All Nexii Panels are composed of several layers which, when cast together, form an
extremely strong, durable, and impenetrable building element. The reinforced Nexiite
layers have been formulated for their high strength, thin profile, low shrinkage, and
superior flexibility.

Fabrication Process

Squamish Plant



Since Nexii Panels are much lighter than those of other systems, a greater number of them
covering a significantly greater area can be shipped per load.  Panels are strong enough to be
stored, transported, and lifted either vertically or horizontally, and their robust design prevents
damage during both transport and on-site handling. This is a noteworthy improvement over
most conventional systems, which must be transported using ‘A’ frames that can create height
limitations and require the return of frames to the manufacturer. 

Traditional site-specific buildings are permanent structures that require demolition for alteration
or removal.
Nexii buildings, however, can be assembled, disassembled, and relocated at any point during
their life cycles. Owing to the panel's connection’s versatility, Nexii buildings can be added to or
reduced in size and shape as the function of a building changes over time. Nexii units that have
been prefabricated with large openings or other services may be shipped using specialized
transport.

Delivery



Nexii Certified Assemblers (NCA's) will be
trained and certified by Nexii to assemble
buildings. Long-term technical support will be
available in the event that expertise is required
for repairs, renovations, or other inquiries
following project assembly.

Every Nexii project is organized as a sequential
process designed to make assembly efficient.
Each Nexii Panel is marked with a barcode
keyed to the master installation sequence. A
project’s panels are loaded at the
manufacturing facility in the order that
specifically corresponds to their assembly.
Therefore, on delivery, the unloading sequence
is the beginning of the assembly process. In
the cases of larger or more complex projects, a
computerized 3D simulation of the installation
sequence will be provided in advance by
NeBuLa to aid the Nexii Certified Assemblers
(NCA's). 

Assembly



Exterior and interior Nexiite layers can be polished
for use as wall or floor applications.

Floor panels can be finished with any surface or on-
site installation. Exterior panels with cast textures
can either be left plain or finished with oxide stains.
Paint for interior wall units is typically applied on-
site, though not exclusively.

Nexii offers a unique opportunity to deliver pre-finished walls,
floors, and roofs ready for assembly. Each wall, floor, or roof unit
leaves the fabrication plant finished to the architect's
specifications on both the exterior and interior faces. Custom
finishes, or a selection of widely used finishes according to the
project design, can be applied to all Nexii Panels.

Finishes

Patterned textures cast directly
into the exterior skin, such as
wood grain, board-form
concrete-look, etc. 
 Acrylic stucco, Veneer stone,
Porcelain tile or Paint 
Kiln-fired brick veneer, wood,
vinyl, or metal siding
Polished ‘matte’ finish 

Available Finish Styles



Customized
stone textures
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